What happens when all your students suddenly need to switch to online learning?

Given the recent pandemic, you are suddenly experiencing a huge increase in remote learning, as students are now shifting to learning outside of traditional classrooms. We can help to properly prepare your infrastructure to support this drastic increase. We can also validate the end-user experience for both students and faculty on popular learning and productivity (Microsoft Office & Google Docs) applications.

Login Enterprise can be used to continuously test and validate the availability of your university’s remote infrastructure 24x7x365. We can specifically test for the quality of the remote user-experience, as well as the ability of your VPN to handle the throughput of a large volume of remote concurrent connections.

Will your infrastructure stand up to the demand from all the remote students?

Login VSI can test and validate your remote infrastructure, helping you to ensure your educational continuity. With Login Enterprise, Institutions can be assured they are keeping remote students and faculty fully engaged.

You need to rapidly test and validate your remote infrastructure

Login VSI can quickly test your entire remote environment, across multiple devices, platforms operating systems and applications. We can ensure all faculty equipment is in compliance with current university IT standards.

Ongoing change management for a new remote model

If this remote learning paradigm continues, how will you update faculty computers and other tools? Compliance and change management protocols are hard enough with a centralized faculty, but a remote model introduces many new challenges that will require even more testing.